QIb lutmey

The QIb Chronicles


Host Greg says:
The IKS QIb, heavily damaged, was towed by the USS MAchiavelli to outpost 429 for repairs
Host Greg says:
Since that time, QIb has had most of her necessary repairs completed, and she is almost spaceworthy again
Host Greg says:
Shore leave is available if the crew want it, however with the outpost's facilities, the ship is in many regards preferable.
Host Greg says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<START>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CMO_Kymar says:
::puts on his white lab coat in his office and checks his terminal::
ACO_Q`tor says:
::now waiting in the Captain's RR for CSO Lorenzo to arrive::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::in holodeck 2, trying to get all the preparations under way.  she gets the ACO's order and frowns, but dutifully makes her way to the bridge::
CNS_Suder says:
::in her office, frowning at it's boring-ness::
CMO_Kymar says:
::gets a notification from their 'Acting' Captain to visit the counselor:: Self: I’m not crazy....
Host FCO_Driver says:
::rings the chime on the office of the CNS::
CMO_Kymar says:
::makes his way out of Sickbay and into the turbolift:: TL: Counselor's office
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::makes her way to the bridge and then goes straight to the Captain's ready room while looking at the time::
CNS_Suder says:
::frowns, settles a few chamelion roses in place, has no idea why she bothers with them:: Self: hmm... ::hears her door go...:: FCO: Come in...
Host FCO_Driver says:
::walks in::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::chimes on the Ready Room door::
Host FCO_Driver says:
CNS: Counselor, I heard you'd come aboard.  ::Extends a hand:: I'm helm officer Driver, I work the beta shift
CNS_Suder says:
FCO: Oh, Hi there... ::shakes his hand:: I'm sorry I haven't got my office quite ready yet...but, is there something I can help you with? ::smiles a bit::



Host FCO_Driver says:
CNS:I just wanted to tell you, welcome aboard the QIb. ::smiles, and walks forward, sitting down on the edge of the desk::
Host FCO_Driver says:
CNS: You should just........ ::breaks into song::
Host FCO_Driver says:
CNS: Consider yourself at home
Host FCO_Driver says:
Consider yourself part of the furniture
Host FCO_Driver says:
There isn't a lot to spare
Host FCO_Driver says:
Who cares? Whatever we got we share
ACO_Q`tor says:
::hearing the door chime:: CSO: Enter!
CMO_Kymar says:
::sighs to himself as the TL works its way up the decks. "Dremel, why do you think they asked you to take an evaluation?":: Self: Because you never shut-up. ::the voice remains silent as the TL stops and the doors open::
Host FCO_Driver says:
CNS: Consider yourself well in Consider yourself part of the family. We've taken to you so strong. It's clear we're going to get along
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::walks into the Ready Room and stands at attention looking right at Q'tor::
CNS_Suder says:
::smiles, as if this is a totally normal occurance::
Host FCO_Driver says:
CNS: Nobody tries to be la-di-dah or uppity, There's a cup of tea for all, Only it's wise to be handy with a rolling pin, When the Admiralty calls!
CMO_Kymar says:
::walks to the Office Door, to sound of singing inside:: Self: What the...?
Host FCO_Driver says:
CNS: Consider yourself our mate, we don't wanna have no fuss, 'Cause after some consideration we can state, Consider yourself one of us!
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: At ease Commander
Host FCO_Driver says:
::smiles, and stands up:: CNS: Again, welcome aboard ::smiles, and walks off out::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::relaxes a little bit::
CNS_Suder says:
::smiles:: FCO: Thank you!
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::pictures Q'tor ripping out another chair::
CMO_Kymar says:
::follows the person walking out of the Counselors office with his eyes before hesitantly pushing the chime::
CIV_Walker says:
::looks at the time::
CNS_Suder says:
::hears her chime again, grumbles something under her breath:: CMO: Come in...


Host FCO_Driver says:
::enters a turbolift:: TL: Deck one, bridge.
CMO_Kymar says:
::enters slowly:: CNS: If you expect a song and dance from me...
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::wonders if she should be nervous::
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Would you care to explain to me why the Acting XO of the QIb was using a holodeck, power for which could have been put to much better use considering our current status, to fight a challenge duel with one of her science officers?
CNS_Suder says:
::laughs a little:: CMO: Not at all...though that was fun ::smiles sweetly:: Come on in, er...doctor...
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles at the counselor and walks in further::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: It was the first place that came to mind Sir.  ::bites her lip::
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Let me re-phrase the question Commander.  Why was the challenge being fought in the first place?
CNS_Suder says:
::starts tidying up a bit:: CMO: You'll have to excuse the mess, haven't exactly settled in yet. ::looks at a PADD on her desk:: You're Doctor Drem...oh, sorry, Kymar, right?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: I've had problems in the past with Klingons thinking they can run over me.  I.... found the best way to handle things is to prove myself.
Host FCO_Driver says:
::gets out on the bridge, and looks around::
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: Uh, Yeah. Only my parents call me Dremel though ::The voice perks up: "Don't forget me...":: ....everyone else calls me Doc ::grins::
CTO_Jarot says:
::on his way to the bridge, carrying  a few PADD's with him wondering what he should be doing next::
CNS_Suder says:
::looks at him oddly:: CMO: Excuse me? ::thought she heard something::
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: My name...Call me Doc ::smiles::
Host FCO_Driver says:
::turns, and sees the CTO:: CTO: Hello!  You're one of the newer officers, as well, aren't you?
CIV_Walker says:
Computer, Locate Commander Lorenzo.
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Crewman Ke'Ri is a volunteer aboard this vessel, the same as every Klingon. He understands that this ship is under Star Fleet Control and that as such he is to follow Star Fleet Regulations.
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: While he may not like those regulations he will follow them.





CTO_Jarot says:
::as the turbo lift arrives on the bridge he carefully steps off, glancing at the bridge crew then at the FCO and nods::  FCO: You are correct, I am.. Alec Jarot, resident CTO around here now.. ::smiles:: and you might be ?
 
ACTION: Every officer on the bridge suddenly turns, and joins in, singing at the CTO.

CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: I know.  And he has been.  But, I hate having to stare at his smirking face every time I give him an order.
CNS_Suder says:
::thinks for a sec then smiles, holding out her hand:: CMO: this is going to be weird...I was called that for about 3 years...gonna feel like I'm talking to myself. ::gestures to a comfy squashy chair:: please, sit down, make yourself comfortable...
Host FCO_Driver says:
<ALL> CTO: If it should chance to be, we should see some harder days, empty larder days, why grouse?, Always a chance we'll meet somebody to foot the bill, Then Yay Tach's on the house!
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: You were a doctor too? Its a relief to meet someone from SF Med and about time too ::takes a seat::
Computer says:
CIV: Commander Lorenzo is on deck one, captain's ready room.
CIV_Walker says:
Self: right... I'm sick of waiting.
Host FCO_Driver says:
<ALL> CTO: Consider yourself well in, We don't wanna have no fuss!, 'Cause after some consideration, we can state, consider yourself, Consider yourself, Consider yourself, One of us!
CNS_Suder says:
::sits down opposite him:: CMO: Surely you have assistants, Nurses, Orderlies around. I can't be the only other doctor in these parts...
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: And so you let him goad you into a challenge dual?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: Aye.
CTO_Jarot says:
::looks at the FCO in a slight sense of confusion, then smiles while shaking his head as he heads to his own console::  FCO: Thanks, I needed that...  ::grins::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::realizing she lost her temper again::
CIV_Walker says:
::Gets in the nearest TL:: TL: Deck One, Bridge. ::waits while the TL kerr-chunks and thuds around the ship unhealthily::
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Commander, does everyone you have ever met in your entire life like you?
 
ACTION: Everyone turns back to their stations, apparently oblivious to the fact that 30 seconds ago they were singing their hearts out



CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: Yeah, but most of them are Klingon and trained on Kronos. The only few federation help I have are here for field training before heading back to the Academy
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: Of course not.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: But most don’t snap at me either.
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Have you allowed everyone who dislikes you challenge you to a dual?
CIV_Walker says:
::Gets off the TL at deck one and enters the bridge via the after entrance, ignoring most the crew as usual, brushing past a couple and stands outside the ready room, waiting::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: Well, you haven’t challenged me yet so I'm gonna say no.
CNS_Suder says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CMO: Really?...well, I'm sorry to say that I got a lot of my training on Q'onoS ::uses the correct pronounciation:: too...emergency medicine for 8 months... ::shrugs:: so you're not free of the Klingon influence around here either! ::smiles:: So, how long have you been here then?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: Sir, no one had doubts when you were named ACO.  They would however have doubts with a female Betazoid commanding a Klingon vessel.
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: You surprise me Commander. Just the other day you were you not telling me that you did not like doing battle?
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: About a year or so, I don’t keep count really. Every day just flows into another in an endless dance
CMO_Kymar says:
::leaps up and begins to sing:: CNS: Life - Mysterious life
We're all moving around, dancing the rythim of life Time, mysterious time We're all counting the days and the hours 'til the end of all time
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: I don't.  But like you said to me in that same conversation.  Battles are sometimes fought in the name of peace.  I did it for future peace.  This way any doubts could be laid to rest once and for all.
CNS_Suder says:
::listens attentively, again, as if noting really crazy, unusual and mental is happening::
CIV_Walker says:
::paces a little bit in a small circle getting increasingly impatient and then walks over and sits in the Exec's chair, turning it a bit to face the ready room while he waits, occassionally glancing at what is on the exec's control panel::
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: As ACO of this vessel, is it not in my power to name someone else as acting XO if I deem necessary?
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: ::with his amazing singing voice:: We're feeling the change, and we don't know why, Chose one direction, just one for the time. Don't say I'm thinking too much if you see what's behind. And these are mysterious times, mysterious times
Host FCO_Driver says:
::wonders how much longer the ACO's gonna be in the ready room::


CNS_Suder says:
::keeps listening, taking notes to the beat of the song:;
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: No trick of the mind, For this moment, I feel like we live in mysterious times, if you see what's behind. And these are mysterious times
CMO_Kymar says:
::blinks and sits back down::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::gets a crick in her neck from looking up at him... so she looks past his left shoulder::  ACO: You can do as you wish Commander.
CTO_Jarot says:
::arrives at his console, logs in and begins running a few internal sensor sweeps to see who is on the ship::
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: And as such, supposing that, as you say, no one doubts my abilities, I choose to keep you as the AXO, then would that not say something to them of your abilities?
CNS_Suder says:
::thinks:: CMO: Mysterious times, you say? ..how so?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: Yes Sir.
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: Life...Is a mystery. One which is never solved until the last second of it....
Host repair_teams says:
*ACO* Engineering to the Captain.  Sir, we've completed repairs on all primary systems.  When we're given the order, we'll be ready to go.
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Then Commander I want you to think about that the next time you feel threatened or challenged by one of our Klingon crewmembers.
CIV_Walker says:
::very audibly sighs while he waits in the surprisingly comfortable Exec's chair::
ACO_Q`tor says:
*Repair_teams*: Understood
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::bites her lip::  ACO: You want me to ignore any remarks made to me?
CNS_Suder says:
::shrugs:: CMO: If ever...still, a bit of mystery is important, is it not?...who are we, why are we...what am I having for dinner? ::smiles good-naturedly::
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Simply remind them of my decision Commander. Now, I consider the matter closed. Unless you do not think you can handle it, I am really going to need your help now.
CMO_Kymar says:
::chuckles:: CNS: Indeed, what we are eating later is just as important as what are we doing 10 years from now
CNS_Suder says:
::nods:: CMO: And what do you want to be doing ten years from now, doc?
Host FCO_Driver says:
::sighs, due to impatience, and punches his commbadge:: *ACO* Bridge to commander Q'tor.  Please report to the bridge.
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: You heard the COMM, and you know my feelings about Star Fleet base engineers.


CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: I can handle them Sir.  But, just to be clear.  You want no more challenges on board the QIb? That is, you want me to fight no challenges?
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: Me? Well...I haven't really thought about it. Perhaps...move back to Bajor, get a good wife and a farm...raise a family? I don’t really know...::blinks for a moment in thought::
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: You are correct Commander. Now, lets see if these Base engineers have put us back together correctly
CIV_Walker says:
::On a further note to fill in some time: Wearing his civvies again, hating the uniform idea and generally blinking, breathing, and occasionally itching::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::nods with a confused frown::
ACO_Q`tor says:
::motions for the CSO to exit and heads towards the door to the bridge::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::exits the Ready Room::
CIV_Walker says:
::Stands up in front of the CSO with a 'I'm going to say something look::
Host FCO_Driver says:
::nods as he sees the ACO come out:: ACO: Commander Q'Tor.  May I have a word with you , sir?
CNS_Suder says:
::sits back, getting comfortable:: CMO: You wouldn't stay on in Starfleet?...do research?...stay here, or on a different ship?
CIV_Walker says:
::Suddenly breaks out into song:: CSO: I know I heard you right, I been lying awake at night, thinking about the words you said to me!
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::sighs::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::frowns at Walker::
CTO_Jarot says:
::glances at the internal sensor scans and frowns and taps his commbadge::  *Jonhson*: Jarot to Johnson, Ensign, what's going on down there, I show multiple repair teams moving from positions...
CIV_Walker says:
::Still singing, with varying expressions and pitches, not being quite the singer of some others:: CSO: I know it's hard for you, sometimes you've gotta let the feelings through, I wanna know exactly how you feel.
Host FCO_Driver says:
ACO: In... private?
ACO_Q`tor says:
FCO: Can it wait for just a moment? ::looks over to the CTO::
CIV_Walker says:
::still singing:: CSO: I've tried to be patient, and give you a little more time, Now I need to be sure what's on your mind, Say it again say yeah, Say the words I heard you whisper, Say it again, say yeah, When last night we were together, lying next to me, You said to me - Say it again


CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: Don’t get me wrong, I love this life that I lead...but it gets lonely at times...I...I hate being alone...:;shakes his head:: I have friends on Bajor, I wouldn't be alone there
CTO_Jarot says:
ACO: Captain, internal sensor sweeps indicate that the starbase's repair teams are leaving their positions...
CIV_Walker says:
::still singing:: CSO: I knew right from the start, You would leave me with a broken heart.That baby I knew would take some time to heal!
Host FCO_Driver says:
ACO: A moment, sir.  Not much more ::smiles::
CIV_Walker says:
::Still singing:: CSO: But now I must confess, The way you're filling me with happiness, Think that we could be starting something real, Oh yeah!
ACO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Mr. Jarot, Base engineers report that repairs are all complete and that repairs teams are leaving the QIb. Make sure that they ALL leave.
CIV_Walker says:
::STILL singing, looking at his watch now and again while singing but mainly focusing on Lorenzo:: CSO: I've tried to be patient, and give you a little more time, Now I need to be sure what's on your mind, Say it again say yeah, Say the words I heard you whisper, Say it again, say yeah, When last night we were together, lying next to me, You said to me, Say it again.
CNS_Suder says:
::frowns a little:: CMO: You have no close friends here then? Surely a nice person like yourself is rather popular around these parts!
ACO_Q`tor says:
FCO: In my ready room?
Host FCO_Driver says:
::nods: ACO: Please, sir.
CIV_Walker says:
CSO: Now I just need to be sure, That you're mine for ever, All I'm asking you for, Is to tell me whether, I should be trusting in you, Tell me if the words you spoke were true, Say it, say it, say it, say it, say it, say it.
ACO_Q`tor says:
::sighs and heads back to the RR:: FCO: very well
CMO_Kymar says:
::snorts with laughter:: CNS: A doctor is a lonely person, no-body even comes near the Sickbay unless they have a fatal wound ::"Or they want to annoy you, you remember that time...." The voice fades out with annoying laughter::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: What no flowers?
CIV_Walker says:
::Still singing, though somewhat coming to an end towards the end:: CSO: Say it again say yeah, Say the words I heard you whisper, Say it again, say yeah, When last night we were together, lying next to me, You said to me, Say it again say yeah, Say the words I heard you whisper, Say it again, say yeah, When last night we were together, lying next to me, Say it again!
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Commander, you are in charge.
Host FCO_Driver says:
::follows the ACO back into the ready room::

CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the ACO::  ACO: Aye, Captain...  *Johnson*: Mr. Johnson, I just received word that the repair teams will be leaving the QIb, due to the fact that all repairs are finished...  count them and be sure that every single one of them leaves, notify me if any problems should arise...
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::hardly::
CIV_Walker says:
::Smiles at Lorenzo, acting completely normal and oblivious to the fact he was just singing:: CSO: Well?
ACO_Q`tor says:
::enters the RR and turns to face the FCO::  What is so important that we have to delay getting underway?
Host FCO_Driver says:
ACO: Sir.  You're Klingon.  And with all due respect, your people are not one that's known for laughing.  I thought I should cheer you up! ::grins:: ACO Every silver lining has a cloud, And each piece of good fortune must be paid for by the pound, I've become so cynical these days, I don't know how it started, but it won't go away
Host FCO_Driver says:
ACO: See the lines around my eyes, See the sarcasm in my smile
CNS_Suder says:
::frowns again:: CMO: Oh, please...you're not stuck in Sickbay the whole time, but I know what you mean...I even had to chase my captain into her ready-room once for her physical...in front of the entire bridge crew and me only just made a Lt.JG ::smiles, hiding the concern she feels about that voice she just picked up::

ACTION: A trio of leggy blondes, dressed in science blue suddenly walks through the ready room doors

Blondes says:
ACO: You better SMILE smile smile smile smile smile smile
Blondes says:
ACO: Cuz that's all that you've got left, Your life's a mess, you've been cut adrift
ACO_Q`tor says:
::Looks shocked at the FCO and the blondes entering the RR:: What is the meaning of this?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Is everything ready for the festivities?
Host FCO_Driver says:
::grins:: ACO: You better smi-i-ile
Blondes says:
ACO: Ooooooooh
Host FCO_Driver says:
ACO: You better smi-i-ile
Host FCO_Driver says:
ACO: I've become so cynical these days, I don't know how it started, but it won't go away
ACO_Q`tor says:
::taps his comm badge:: SEC: Security, this is Commander Q'tor. Intruder Alert!
Blondes says:
ACO: You better smile, Oooooooh, You better smile, Ooo-ooh-0ooh-ahh=-ahh


CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: Yeah, But I like it in my sickbay. It’s familiar...::"And it means you don’t have to make happy for everyone, don’t lie to me Dremel...I know you"::
Blondes says:
ACO: You better smile, Oooooooh, You better smile, Ooo-ooh-0ooh-ahh=-ahh
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::looks to CTO Jarot:: CTO: Your Commander needs you.  Go!
CIV_Walker says:
CSO: Well I finished what I was doing, did you finish your end? ::looking rather impatient still::

ACTION: The trio, theire bit done, exit the ready room, and just seem to disperse randomly, before being apprehended

CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Yes, everything is set up... Food is prepared and waiting.  The games are set up and all set.
ACO_Q`tor says:
FCO: Who are these women and how did they....where did they go?
Host FCO_Driver says:
::Smiles:: ACO: Oh, they're just scientists who know how to put fun into the day ::Smiles:: ACO: I hope you can smile more, now Captain ::smiles broadly, and walks out himself::
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the CSO and runs to the ready room and storms in, phaser ready::  ACO: You all right, Sir ?
CIV_Walker says:
CSO: Well I finished the holodeck program off and did a little research - oh and sent out the invitations...
ACO_Q`tor says:
::stands there shocked and getting angry watching the FCO walk out::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Wonderful.  All we need to do now is get everything there.
CNS_Suder says:
::looks at CMO worredly:: CMO: Are you feelign OK, doc?
 
ACTION: Incoming comm from outpost 429.

CTO_Jarot says:
::grabs the FCO::  FCO: Hold on for a second...
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks up at the CNS:: CNS: Me? ::smiles:: Yeah, I’m fine
CIV_Walker says:
::looks Lorenzo head-to-toes:: CSO: And get changed?
CTO_Jarot says:
::turns to the ACO::  ACO: What do you want to do with him, Sir...?
ACO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Apprehend the FCO and throw him in the brig. Alert Counselor Suder to his condition.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: That too.


CIV_Walker says:
CSO: Need help?
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods::  ACO: Aye, Captain...  ::takes the FCO with him::  FCO: Let's move it Mister....
FCO Driver says:
CTO: Ensign!  Consider yourself our mate!  We don't wanna have no fuss! Cus after some consideration, we can state, consider yourself!  One of us! ::smiles broadly::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CIV:: Changing?  No, I can manage.
ACO_Q`tor says:
::yells after the CTO:: CTO: Sedate him if you must!
CNS_Suder says:
::nods, unsure what's going on...will have to look up his record when he leaves;: CMO: You got an invitation to this party, didn't you?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: You can start herding the crew to the holodeck though.
CIV_Walker says:
CSO: You sure? ::gets a mischievious and cheeky smile across his face::
ACO_Q`tor says:
::leaves the RR, returning to the bridge and looks around::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::taps/smacks Walkers cheek lightly::  CIV: Yes Walker.  Go.
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: The Party? Yeah, I think so somewhere. One of them compulsory "Come or get Court-martialed" things ::grins like a kid::
ACO_Q`tor says:
::looks over in time to see the CSO and CIV:: CSO: ::angrily:: Status report!
CIV_Walker says:
::grins:: CSO: Fine.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::looks over at the ops console and notices the comm::
CNS_Suder says:
::nods slightly:: CMO: Good! I'll need someone to introduce me around...someone to point everyone out. You up to the challenge?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: We have a message coming from the starbase Sir.
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Let's have it.
CTO_Jarot says:
::suddenly looks blank in front of him and lets the FCO go::  Self: What is happening...?
Host Adm_Toorain says:
@COMM: QIb: ACO: Commander Q'Tor, this is outpost 429.  I understand that your repairs have been fully completed?
CIV_Walker says:
::Scowls at Q'tor wondering why he bothers::
CMO_Kymar says:
::points to himself:: CNS: Uhhh, sure...yeah I’m up too it ::smiles::
ACO_Q`tor says:
COMM: Adm: Yes Admiral. So they have reported. We were just about to get under way to test the ship's systems.



CNS_Suder says:
::laughs:: CMO: Wonderful! I figure the chief of medicine will know who's a squirmer and who's not...I could get some vaulable insights ::laughs again::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: Now Sir?
CTO_Jarot says:
::as in trance walks to his own console again::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::thinking of the bad timing::
Host Adm_Toorain says:
@COMM: ACO: Excellent.  I appreciate that you won't have good memories of the system, but I want you to return to Gyra Pi.  Your survey was incomplete, and we do need a full version.  I would, however, suggest that more caution is exercised this time in where you go.
CMO_Kymar says:
::chuckles:: CNS: I...I look forward too it ::smiles and the voice takes this time to talk "Hahaha, Dremel got himself a date" The voice chuckles in glee at its joke before becoming silent again::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::frowns at the Comm, taking the remark personally::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::mumbling:: Self: I'd like to see him make it through a level 9 ion storm.
CNS_Suder says:
::looks concerned and leans forward:: CMO: Can I ask you a personal question?
ACO_Q`tor says:
COMM: ADM: Aye sir, understood. ::looking around noticing the bridge crew seems to be acting odd::
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles at the counselor:: CNS: Its your job, go ahead...
ACO_Q`tor says:
COMM: ADM: How soon would you like us to leave sir?
Host Adm_Toorain says:
@COMM: QIB: ACO: Excellent. If there are any malfunctions, please report them as you go, base engineers reported a few minor defects in the computer system... well within parameters, but all the same...... you will leave immediately.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::still mumbling:: Self: And a pair of them at that.
CNS_Suder says:
::bows a little in appreciation:: CMO: I keep hearing a voice, it sounds... ::pauses:: ...it's in your thoughts. I can't tell if it's just you, or someone else, cause every time I hear it, it's mocking you... ::looks concerned:: have you heard a voice like that?
ACO_Q`tor says:
COMM: ADM: A few minor defects sir? As in what type of defects if I may ask?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::looks at the time... the food was getting cold::
Host Adm_Toorain says:
@COMM: QIb: ACO: Programming errors, probably in there originally from the Klingon systems.  I've been assured that they will not affect your ability to complete this mission.  Outpost 429 out.




CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: A voice? I've always been something of a talker to myself...comes from growing up on a farm in the middle of nowhere ::chuckles and the voice speaks again "Tell her...go on, get your court martial and kicked out of starfleet" The laughter continues::
 
ACTION: The comm is cut.

ACO_Q`tor says:
Self: ::angrily:: Now they openly admit their incompetence!
CNS_Suder says:
::hears it again:: CMO: I'd be lying if I said I wasn't concerned... but, this doesn't sound like the regular ramblings of a person's mind...this is different. Did you just hear something there...when you stopped talking?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: It is an out of the way Starbase Sir.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: They are obviously not used to having visitors.... or competence.
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: That is no excuse. I have never trusted Starfleet Base engineers. Every time they are left to do repairs the QIb usually ends up in worse shape than it started!
CMO_Kymar says:
::slightly nervous now but doesn't show it:: CNS: I didn't hear anything. Are you sure that YOU are OK, Counselor? Perhaps I should take you down to Sickbay and check you over....
CIV_Walker says:
::folds his arms impatiently waiting, watching Lorenzo - who for the record should really be off duty if she was organising festivities::
CNS_Suder says:
::can feel his nervousness, knows there's something going on, but doesn't want to push too far:: CMO: Of course, that is a possibility, however remote. And I do need my physical...when can you fit me in to your schedule?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: We can go over the ship ourselves until we reach the next Klingon base of repairs.
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: Well, let me think...Any time at all is good ::chuckles:: That’s the first time I've ever heard someone ASK for a physical. I am impressed ::grins::
ACO_Q`tor says:
::Turns to Mr. Walker:: CIV: Mr. Walker, I want you to get to work making sure that those Starfleet p'tachs haven't  destroyed our computer systems.
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Do not think that we won't Commander
CIV_Walker says:
::looks back at Q'tor:: ACO: I'll do it later.
CNS_Suder says:
::laughs:: CMO: I know what it's like to be a CMO...I know how often you end up running after patients, decided to give you a break... how about now? The sooner the better... ::shrugs and waits before she gets up::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::bites her lip... wondering how she can get the crew to holodeck 2 while still appeasing the ACO::



ACO_Q`tor says:
::looks back over to Walker totally shocked with disbelief:: CIV: What was that Mr. Walker?
CIV_Walker says:
::Speaks calmly:: ACO: I said I'd do it later
CTO_Jarot says:
::looks at the ACO and reroutes helm control::  ACO: Captain, helm control rerouted, course set and awaiting your go...
CMO_Kymar says:
::stands up and smiles:: CNS: I think I am beginning to like you, counselor. ::grin and gestures to the door:: After you
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::walks over to Walker:: ACO: I had given him previous orders Sir.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: But he'll see to yours now.  ::looks at Walker when she says Now::
CNS_Suder says:
::stands up and exits, laughing:: CMO: Just consider this my way of snooping around your sickbay...I'm dying of curiosity!
ACO_Q`tor says:
::beginning to fume...looks back and forth from the CSO and the CIV:: CSO: What is going on between you two?
CMO_Kymar says:
::follows the laughing Counselor out of the door and into the TL:: CNS: Curiosity? Its just a sickbay, I keep it staffed at all times and running at optimum efficiency. Everyone has something to do all of the time.
CIV_Walker says:
::Looks at CSO as if to say 'no!' in a tantrummed way:: ACO: I'll do it late ::pauses:: what do you think is going on between us?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: Nothing Sir.  Just ....   ::bites her lip running out of excuses::
ACO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Something is not right here.
ACO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Engage
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods::  ACO: Aye, Captain...  Self: And away we go...  ::taps the engage button and looks at the viewscreen::
 
ACTION: As the CTO punches the "Engage" button, and the ship jumps to warp, a quiet noise comes over the comm system
 
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: There were plans.... They are just taking longer than initially thought.
Computer says:
ALL: There's a voice, keeps on calling me, Down the road, that's where I'll always be, Every stop I make, I make a new friend, Can't stay for long, just turn around and I'm gone again
CNS_Suder says:
CMO: Ahh, yes...but in what order do you keep your tricorders...where are your bio-beds located...oh by the way, what EMH do we have around here? ::in TL::



Computer says:
ALL:  Maybe tomorrow I'll want to settle down, Until tomorrow, I'll just keep moving on
Computer says:
ALL: Down this road that never seems to end, where new adventure lies just around the bend, So if you want to drive me for a while, just grab your hat, come travel light, that's old style
ACO_Q`tor says:
::looks up and around trying to pinpoint the singing:: CTO: Where is that coming from?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
ACO: Where is what coming from?
Computer says:
ALL: Maybe tomorrow I'll want to settle down, Until tomorrow the whole world in my home, So if you wanna drive me for a while, just grab your hat, come travel light, that's old style
Computer says:
ALL: Maybe tomorrow I'll want to settle down, Until tomorrow, I'll just keep moving on
CMO_Kymar says:
::shudders "Ugh, not the EMH. I wish I could kill it...you like Killing do..." He silenced the voice:: CNS: Mark IV, Klingon/Human. We never use it. Tricorders are stacked neatly in their cases and all scanners are calibrated perfectly and checked one a week by an engineering officer ::walks out of the TL and into Sickbay::
  
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
 

